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Syllabus

Computer Graphics and Animation
Unit Modules/Units Lectures

I Introduction to Computer Graphics:
Overview of Computer Graphics, Computer Graphics Application and
Software, Description of some graphics devices, Input Devices for Operator
Interaction, Active and Passive Graphics Devices, Display Technologies,
Storage Tube Graphics Displays, Calligraphic Refresh Graphics Displays,
Raster Refresh (Raster-Scan) Graphics Displays, Cathode Ray Tube Basics,
Color CRT Raster Scan Basics, Video Basics, The Video Controller, Random-
Scan Display Processor, LCD Displays.
Scan Conversion: Digital Differential Analyzer (DDA) algorithm,
Bresenham’s Line drawing algorithm. Bresenham’s method of Circle drawing,
Midpoint Circle Algorithm, Midpoint Ellipse Algorithm, Mid-point criteria,
Problems of Aliasing, end-point ordering and clipping lines, Scan Converting
Circles, Clipping Lines algorithms – Cyrus-Beck, Cohen-Sutherland and
Liang-Barsky, Clipping Polygons, problem with multiple components.

12

II Two-dimensional Transformations:
Transformations and Matrices, Transformation Conventions, 2D
Transformations, Homogeneous Coordinates and Matrix Representation of 2D
Transformations, Translations and Homogeneous Coordinates, Rotation,
Reflection, Scaling, Combined Transformation, Transformation of Points,
Transformation of the Unit Square, Solid Body Transformations, Rotation
about an Arbitrary Point, Reflection through an Arbitrary Line, A Geometric
Interpretation of Homogeneous Coordinates, The Window-to-Viewport
Transformations.
Three-dimensional Transformations:
Three-dimensional Scaling, Three-dimensional Shearing, Three-dimensional
Rotation, Three-dimensional Reflection, Three-dimensional Translation,
Multiple Transformation, Rotation about an Arbitrary Axis in Space,
Reflection through an Arbitrary Plane, Matrix Representation of 3D
Transformations, Composition of 3D Transformations, Affine and Perspective
Geometry, Perspective Transformations, Techniques for Generating
Perspective Views, Vanishing Points, the Perspective Geometry and Camera
models, Orthographic Projections, Axonometric Projections, Oblique
Projections, View volumes for projections.

12



III Viewing in 3D:
Stages in 3D viewing, Canonical View Volume (CVV), Specifying an
Arbitrary 3D View, Examples of 3D Viewing, The Mathematics of Planar
Geometric Projections, Combined transformation matrices for projections and
viewing, Coordinate Systems and matrices, camera model and viewing
pyramid.
Light: Radiometry, Transport, Equation, Photometry.
Color: Colorimetry, Color Spaces, Chromatic Adaptation, Color Appearance.

12

IV Visible-surface Determination:
Techniques for efficient Visible-surface Algorithms, Categories of algorithms,
Back face removal, The z-Buffer Algorithm, Scan-line method, Painter’s
algorithms (depth sorting), Area subdivision method, BSP trees, Visible-
surface Ray Tracing, comparison of the methods.
Plane Curves and Surfaces:
Curve Representation, Non-parametric Curves, Parametric Curves, Parametric
Representation of a Circle, Parametric Representation of an Ellipse,
Parametric Representation of a Parabola, Parametric Representation of a
Hyperbola, Representation of Space Curves, Cubic Splines, Bezier Curves,
B-spline Curves, B-spline Curve Fit, B-spline Curve Subdivision, Parametric
Cubic Curves, Quadric Surfaces, Bezier Surfaces.

12

V Computer Animation:
Principles of Animation, Key framing, Deformations, Character Animation,
Physics-based Animation, Procedural Techniques, Groups of Objects.
Image Manipulation and Storage:
What is an Image? Digital image file formats, Image compression standard –
JPEG, Image Processing – Digital image enhancement, contrast stretching,
Histogram Equalization, Smoothing and Median Filtering.

12



List of Practicals

1. Solve the following:
(a) Study and enlist the basic functions used for graphics in C/C++/Python language. Give

an example for each of them.
(b) Draw a co-ordinate axis at the center of the screen.

2. Solve the following:
(a) Divide your screen into four regions, draw circle, rectangle, ellipse and half ellipse in

each region with appropriate message.
(b) Draw a simple hut on the screen.

3. Draw the following basic shapes in the center of the screen:
(i) Circle (ii) Rectangle (iii) Square (iv) Concentric Circles (v) Ellipse (vi) Line

4. Solve the following:
(a) Develop the program for DDA Line drawing algorithm.
(b) Develop the program for Bresenham’s Line drawing algorithm.

5. Solve the following:
(a) Develop the program for the mid-point circle drawing algorithm.
(b) Develop the program for the mid-point ellipse drawing algorithm.

6. Solve the following:
(a) Write a program to implement 2D scaling.
(b) Write a program to perform 2D translation.

7. Solve the following:
(a) Perform 2D Rotation on a given object.
(b) Program to create a house-like figure and perform the following operations:

(i) Scaling about the origin followed by translation.
(ii) Scaling with reference to an arbitrary point.

(iii) Reflect about the line y = mx + c.
8. Solve the following:

(a) Write a program to implement Cohen-Sutherland clipping.
(b) Write a program to implement Liang–Barsky Line Clipping Algorithm.

9. Solve the following:
(a) Write a program to fill a circle using Flood Fill Algorithm.
(b) Write a program to fill a circle using Boundary Fill Algorithm.

10. Solve the following:
(a) Develop a simple text screen saver using graphics functions.
(b) Perform smiling face animation using graphic functions.
(c) Draw the moving car on the screen.
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1. Internal Evaluation: 25 Marks
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Attempt any four of the following: (20)
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(b)
(c)
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Introduction to
Computer Graphics

1

Structure:

1.1 Overview of Computer Graphics
1.2 Introduction to Image and Objects
1.3 Image Representation
1.4 Basic Graphics Pipeline
1.5 Bitmap and Vector-Based Graphics
1.6 Computer Graphics Application and Software
1.7 Description of Some Graphics Devices
1.8 Input Devices for Operator Interaction
1.9 Active and Passive Graphics Devices

1.10 Display Technologies
1.11 Storage Tube Graphics Displays
1.12 Calligraphic Refresh Graphics Displays
1.13 Raster Refresh (Raster-Scan) Graphics Displays
1.14 Cathode Ray Tube Basics
1.15 Color CRT Raster Scan Basics
1.16 Video Basics
1.17 The Video Controller
1.18 Random-Scan Display Processor
1.19 LCD Displays
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1.1 OVERVIEW OF COMPUTER GRAPHICS

Computer graphics is generally regarded as a branch of computer sciences that deals with the
theory and technology for computerized image synthesis. A computer-generated image can depict a
scene as simple as the outline of a triangle on a uniform background and as complex as a magnificent
dinosaur in a tropical forest.

In earlier days, before 1980, computer graphics was expensive. The main reasons being:

 The high cost of the graphics hardware.
 The need for large-scale, expensive computing resource to support massive design databases,

active picture manipulation, and the typically large suite of post processing programs whose
input came from the graphics-design phase.

 Non-portable software.
 The difficult of writing large, active programs.

With the advent of personal computer from 1980 onwards, the bitmap graphics for user-computer
interaction was popularized. A bitmap is a ones and zeros representation of the rectangular array of
points (picture elements or pixels) on the screen.

1.2 INTRODUCTION TO IMAGE AND OBJECTS

Data Image

Computer
graphics

Fig. 1.1: Conversion of Data into Image Using Computer Graphics

An image is basically representation of a real world object on a computer. It can be an actual
picture display, a stored page in a video memory, or a source code generated by a program.

Mathematically, an image is a two – dimensional array of data with intensity or a color value at
each element of the array. Objects are real world entities defined in three – dimensional world
coordinates. In computer graphics we deal with both 2D and 3D descriptions of an object. We also
study the algorithms and procedures for generation and manipulation of objects and images in
computer graphics.

1.3 IMAGE REPRESENTATION

Image representation is the approximations of the real world displayed in a computer. A picture
in computer graphics is represented as a collection of discrete picture elements termed as pixels. If you
hold a magnifier close enough to your computer screen with a picture in it, you can see that the picture
is a set of small square dots called pixels (picture element). In each pixel, the three fundamental colors
red, green and blue (RGB) are mixed in different proportion to create many different colors.
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Pixel

Fig. 1.2: Pixel

1.4 BASIC GRAPHICS PIPELINE

In computer graphics, the graphics pipeline refers to a series of interconnected stages through
which data and commands related to a scene go through during rendering process.

It takes us from the mathematical description of an object to its representation on the device.
The figure shown below illustrates a graphic pipeline.

Object

View Plane Centre of
Projection

Fig. 1.3: A Graphic Pipeline

The real world objects are represented in world coordinate system. It is then projected onto a
view plane. The projection is done from the viewpoint of the position of a camera or eye. There is an
associated camera coordinate system whose z axis specifies the view direction when viewed from the
viewpoint. The infinite volume swept by the rays emerging from the viewpoint and passing through
the window is called as view volume or view pyramid.

Clipping planes (near and far) are used to limit the output of the object. The mapping of an object
to a graphic device requires the transformation of view plane coordinates to physical device
coordinates.

There are two steps involved in this process.

(i) The window to a viewport transformation. The viewport is basically a sub – rectangle of a
fixed rectangle known as logical screen.

(ii) The transformation of logical screen coordinates to physical device coordinates.
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Transform into
camera

coordinates

Clip against view
volume

Project to view
plane

Transform to
physical device

coordinates

Transform to
viewport

Representation
of 3D world

objects

Fig. 1.4: Sequence of Transformation in Viewing Pipeline

Representation
of 2D world

objects

Clip against
window

Transport to
viewport

Transport to
physical device

coordinates

Fig. 1.4.1: 2D Coordinate System to Physical Device Coordinates Transformation

The figures above depict the graphic pipeline and the 2D coordinate transformation to physical
device coordinates.

1.5 BITMAP AND VECTOR-BASED GRAPHICS

Computer graphics can be classified into two categories: Raster or Bitmap graphics and Vector
graphics.

Bitmap Graphics
 It is pixel based graphics.
 The position and color information about the image are stored in pixels arranged in grid

pattern.
 The Image size is determined on the basis of image resolution.
 These images cannot be scaled easily.
 Bitmap images are used to represent photorealistic images which involve complex color

variations.

Fig. 1.5: Alphabet ‘a’ and Its Magnified Image with Pixel Grid
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The above figure shows a bitmap alphabet ‘a’ image in its actual size and magnified image with
pixel grid.

Vector Graphics

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.5.1: (a) A Vector Image and (b) A Bitmap Image

 The images in vector graphics are basically mathematically based images.
 Vector based images have smooth edges and therefore used to create curves and shapes.
 These images are appropriate for precise illustrations but not good for photorealistic images.
 These images are easily scalable due to their mathematical structure.
The above figure shows a vector image vs bitmap image.

1.6 COMPUTER GRAPHICS APPLICATION AND SOFTWARE

Today, we find computer graphics is used routinely in many diverse areas as science, engineering,
medicines, business, industry, government, art, entertainment, advertising, education, training as well
as in many application areas.

Following are the some of application areas of computer graphics:

Computer Aided Design (CAD):
 Design process for engineering and architectural system.
 Used in the design of buildings, automobiles, air crafts, water crafts, space crafts, textiles

and computers.
 Used in circuits and networks for communications, water supply or other utilities.
 Animation using wireframe on a video monitor and useful for testing of a vehicle or system.
 Architects use active methods to layout floor plans, positioning of rooms, windows, stairs,

shelves and other building features.
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Presentation Graphics:
 Used to summarize financial, statistical, mathematical, scientific and economic data for

research reports, managerial reports, consumer information bulletin and other type of reports.
 Bar charts, line graphs, surface graphs, pie charts.

Computer Art:
 Used in fine art and commercial art applications.
 Photo realistic techniques used to render images of product.
 Animations are used in advertising and television commercials.

Entertainment:
 Used in making motion pictures, music videos and TV shows
 Displaying graphics scenes
 Displaying graphics objects combined with the actors and live scenes.

Education and Training:
 Models of physical, financial and economic systems as used as educational aids.
 Models of physical and physiological systems, population trends such as color coded

diagrams.
 Simulators for practical sessions, training of ship captions, aircraft pilots, heavy equipment

operators and air craft control personal.

Visualization:
 Used to analyze large amount of information or study the behavior of certain processes by

scientists, engineers, medical personnel and business analysts.
 Numerical simulations carried out on super computes to produce data files containing

millions of data values.
 Satellite cameras are amassing large data files, they can be interpreted.
 Used in commerce, industry and other non scientific areas.

Image Processing:
 It is a technique used to modify and interpret existing pictures such as photographs & TV

scans
 Medical applications make use of this technique for picture enhancements, in tomography

(technique of X-ray photography that allows to view cross-sectional view of physiological
systems) and in simulations of operations.

Graphical User Interface (GUI):
 Major component of GUI a window manager that allow to display multiple window area.
 Display menu and icon for fast selection.
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1.7 DESCRIPTION OF SOME GRAPHICS DEVICES

Graphic devices are output devices, but their physical characteristics restrict them from taking
data as represented in the computer’s memory and displaying the data directly. Instead, they require
the assistance of a special device to translate data into electrical signals that are compatible with the
display hardware. These devices are called graphics controllers.

Data output through graphic devices on computer systems is made possible through techniques
that use video generation modules to display images. This differs from text mode output, for which the
computer generates horizontal lines of alphanumeric symbols. Although the technical requirements of
both systems overlap, graphic devices use an approach that assumes that every dot on the screen is
separately accessible. By contrast, in text mode, the smallest screen element is actually a group of
points that together all define a character—a letter, a numeral, or a punctuation mark.

Division of Graphic devices based on display techniques:
1. Bitmapped Display or Raster-Scan Display Devices: One way that data can be formulated

for display by the computer is through a technique known as a bitmapped display or “raster-
scan display.”
Using this approach, the computer contains an area of memory that holds all the data that are
to be displayed. The central processor writes data into this region of memory and the video
controller collects them from there. The bits of data stored in this block of memory are
related to the eventual pattern of pixels that will be used to construct an image on the display.

2. Vector Graphics Display Devices: An alternative to the bitmapped display design approach
is the vector graphics display. This design was once popular for engineering workstations
since the graphics images produced by these systems are consistent with the diagrams and
drawings that are common in engineering analysis and design tasks performed by computer-
aided design, manufacturing, and architecture programs.

3. Wire Frame Model Devices: More advanced graphics systems employ extra specialized
devices to help produce more complex images. The presentation of three-dimensional
objects on two-dimensional computer screens is an example of an application requiring
additional processing. The conventional approach is based on producing a model of the
three-dimensional object in a form known as “wire frame,” where lines are drawn to
represent the object in exactly the same way that a real model might be constructed of it by
making a skeletal structure out of wire. Then the wire frame can be filled in with flat,
polygonal panels being attached to the frame.

4. Shading Devices: To represent wire frame model on a computer screen, a new step must be
introduced in the rendering of the image; this is known as “hidden surface removal,” since if
the object is solid and opaque, surfaces not directly in the line of sight should not be visible.
In addition, the surface of the object can be made to appear smooth if desired, by making the
wire frame appear more finely grained and the corresponding polygons smaller. There are
also devices available that provide visual effects like shading. Each of these operations can
be performed effectively by specialized graphics devices designed for the purpose.

5. Sophisticated Graphic Devices: Human beings are much more receptive to high quality
graphical displays than any other form of computer output. Consumer-oriented electronic
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systems including games consoles, conventional computers, hand-held personal digital
assistants (PDAs), and mobile computers all produce graphical displays. There will always
be a need for sophisticated graphic devices to meet the demand for faster and better
processing of these displays.

1.8 INPUT DEVICES FOR OPERATOR INTERACTION

Various devices are available for data input on graphics workstations. Most systems have a
keyboard and one or more additional devices specially designed for active input. These include

(a) Cameras (b) Video Capture Hardware
(c) Trackballs (d) Barcode reader
(e) Digital camera (f) Gamepad
(g) Joystick (h) Keyboard
(i) Microphone (j) MIDI keyboard
(k) Mouse (pointing device) (l) Scanner

(m) Webcam (n) Touchpads
(o) Pen Input (p) Microphone
(q) Electronic Whiteboard (r) OMR
(s) OCR (t) Punch card reader
(u) MICR (Magnetic Ink character reader) (v) Voice System
(w) Touch Panel (x) Digitizer
(y) Graphics Tablets

1.9. ACTIVE AND PASSIVE GRAPHICS DEVICES

Capabilities of computers nowadays allow for increased eye candy and better interactivity. This is
often achieved by utilizing better graphics. There are two types of graphics that are used nowadays,
active and passive. The main difference between active and passive graphics is what they do when the
user does something. In passive graphics, the graphic does not do anything special when the user tries
to interact with it. In active graphics, the graphics responds to what the user does to it. It can be as
simple as changing colors when the user moves his mouse over it, or it can be a full-on graphic
animation when the user clicks on it.

Active graphics give a new level of interactivity to a webpage. You can greatly reduce the
number of loads that the user experiences and brings a more app-like feel to webpage. The primary
downside to using active graphics is the addition to the size of the web page. This is not a problem for
most people on a fast connection. But for those with slow connections, the page may load very slowly
or not at all. The page can also come out incomplete and hard to interact with.

Active graphics are made via a combination of image editing and scripting. The image editing
part is pretty straightforward, but the scripting may lead to some incompatibilities on the client’s
computer. It may not support the scripting language used or it has an older version. The output may be
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affected and not appear or function as it would. Passive graphics have none of these problems. The
image formats used online are pretty widespread and all modern browsers and even old browsers
support these image formats.

Choosing between interactive graphics and passive graphics depends on whether you are aiming
for simplicity or features. Interactive graphics are more entertaining than passive graphics but is also
more difficult to deal with. Some sites choose a compromise by creating two versions for their site;
one with interactive graphics, and another with passive graphics.

1.10 DISPLAY TECHNOLOGIES

At the hardware level, a computer receives the input from interactive devices and outputs of an
image on the display device.

Dis p lay  Dev ic e

A p p licat io n  Mo d el

Grap h ic  Sy s tem

In p u t Dev ic e

Fig. 1.10: Abstract model of interactive computer graphics system

At the software level, application model represents data or objects to be pictured on the screen,
which will be retrieved by the application program to create and store the pictures. Graphics system
retrieves the views from the application program and is responsible for actually generate the picture
from the detailed descriptions (a series of graphics output commands and attributes which describes
the objects). The graphics system is an intermediary between the application program and the display
devices that effect an output transformation from objects in an application model to a view of the
model. Symmetrically it effects an input transformation from user actions to inputs to the application
program that will cause the application to make changes in the model and/or picture.

Today various video display devices and technology are used such as:

 Raster scan display
 Random scan display
 Color CRT monitors
 Flat Panel display
 Liquid crystal display
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 Three dimensional (3D) viewing devices
 Touch Panel and many more

1.11 STORAGE TUBE GRAPHICS DISPLAYS

Storage tubes are a class of cathode-ray tubes (CRTs) that are designed to hold an image for a
long period of time, typically as long as power is supplied to the tube.

A specialized type of storage tube, the Williams tube, was used as a main memory system on a
number of early computers, from the late 1940s into the early 1950s. They were replaced with other
technologies, notably core memory, starting in the 1950s.

Storage tubes made a comeback in the 1960s and 1970s for use in computer graphics, most
notably the Tektronix 4010 series. Today they are obsolete, their functions provided by low-cost
memory devices and liquid crystal displays.

In any CRT, images are displayed by striking the screen with electron energies between two
values, Vcr1, an energy value till no image is formed and Vcr2 an energy value while image rapidly
spreads .

These two effects were both utilized in the construction of a storage tube. Storage was
accomplished by striking any suitably long-lived phosphor with electrons with energies just above
Vcr1, and erased by striking them with electrons above Vcr2. There were any number of varieties of
mechanical layouts used to improve focus or cause the image to be refreshed either internally to the
tube or through off board storage.

A storage tube could replace most or all of the localized hardware by storing the vectors directly
within the display, instead of an associated local computer. Commands that previously caused the
terminal to erase its memory and thus clear the display could be emulated by scanning the entire
screen at an energy above Vcr2.

In most systems, this caused the entire screen to quickly “flash” before clearing to a blank state.
The two main advantages were:

 Very low bandwidth needs compared to vector graphics displays, thus allowing much longer
cable distances between computer and terminal.

 No need for display-local RAM (as in modern terminals), which was prohibitively expensive
at the time.

1.12 CALLIGRAPHIC REFRESH GRAPHICS DISPLAYS

Calligraphic projection is a system, often used for laser lighting displays, whereby one or more
laser beams draws an image on a screen by reflecting the laser beam from one or more mirrors
attached to a deflecting mechanism.

Analog oscilloscopes have customarily employed this kind of vector graphics, as did a number of
computer graphics terminals in the 1970s.
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Calligraphic scan monitors draw a picture one line at a time and for this reason are also referred
to as vector displays (or stroke-writing or calligraphic displays). The component lines of a picture can
be drawn and refreshed by a random-scan system in any specified order. Refresh rate on a calligraphic
refresh system depends on the number of lines to be displayed. Picture definition is now stored as a set
of line-drawing commands in an area of memory referred to as the refresh display file. Sometimes the
refresh display file is called the display list, display program, or simply the refresh buffer. To display a
specified picture, the system cycles through the set of commands in the display file, drawing each
component line in turn. After all line- drawing commands have been processed, the system cycles
back to the first line command in the list. Random-scan displays are designed to draw al the
component lines of a picture 30 to 60times each second.

1.13 RASTER REFRESH (RASTER-SCAN) GRAPHICS DISPLAYS

Conversion of the two dimensional image into a one dimensional signal is accomplished by
scanning that image in an orderly pattern called “raster”.

Raster displays store the display primitives, such as lines, characters and solidly shaded or
patterned areas, a refresh buffer in terms of their component pixels. In some raster displays, there is a
hardware display controller that receives and interprets sequences of output commands. The display
controller exist as a software component of the graphics library package and the refresh buffer a piece
of CPU’s memory that can be read out by the image display subsystems (often known as the video
controller) that produces the actual image on the screen.

The computer image on a raster display is formed from a raster, which is a set of horizontal raster
lines, each row of individual pixels, the raster is thus stored as a matrix of pixels representing the
entire screen areas. The entire image is scanned out sequentially by the video controller. The raster
line are scanned at a time from top to bottom and then back to top.

Fig. 1.13: Raster Scan

At each pixel, the beam’s intensity is set to reflect the pixels intensity in color systems. Three
beams are controlled-one each for the red, green and blue primary colours as specified by the three
color components of each pixel values.
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1.14 CATHODE RAY TUBE BASICS

The CRT is a vacuum glass tube with the display screen at one end connectors to the control
circuits at the other (see Fig. below). Coated on the inside of the display screen is a special material
called phosphor, which emits light for a period of time when hit by a beam of electrons. The color of
the light and the time period vary from one type of phosphor to another. The light given off by the
phosphor during exposure to the electron beam is known as fluorescence, the continuing glow given
off after the beam is removed is known as phosphorescence, and the duration of phosphorescence is
known as the phosphor’s resistance.
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Elec tron  B eam

Elec tron  Gun
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Hor izo n tal Def lec t ion  Plates

Ver t ic al Def lec t ion  Plates

Fig. 1.14: Anatomy of CRT

Opposite to the phosphor–coated screen is an electron gun that is send to send out electrons. The
electrons are regulated by the control electrode and forced by the focusing electrode into a narrow
beam striking the phosphor coating at small spots. When this electron beam passes through the
horizontal and vertical deflection plates, it is bent or deflected by the electric fields between the plates.
The horizontal plates control the beam to go from the first scan from left to right and retrace from right
to left. The vertical plates control the beam to go from the first scan line at the top to the last scan line
at the bottom and retrace from the bottom back to the top. These actions are synchronized by the
control circuits so that the electron beam strikes each and every pixel position in a scan line by scan
line fashion. As an alternative to this electrostatic deflection method, same CRT’s use magnetic
deflection coils mounted on the outside of the floss envelope to bend the electron beam with magnetic
fields.

The intensity of the light emitted by the phosphor coating is a fashion of the intensity of the
electron beam. The control circuits shut off the electron beam during horizontal and vertical retraces.
The intensity of the beam at a particular pixel position is determined by the intensity value of the
corresponding pixel in the image being displayed.

The image being displayed is stored in a dedicated system memory area that is often referred to
as the frame buffer or refresh buffer. The control circuits associated with the frame buffer generate
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proper video signals for the display monitor. The frequency at which the content of the frame buffer is
sent to the display monitor is called the refreshing rate, which is typically 60 times frames per seconds
(60 Hz) or higher. A determining factor here is the need to avoid flicker, which occurs at lower
refreshing rates when our visual system is unable to integrate the light impulses from the phosphor
dots into a steady picture. The persistence of the monitor’s phosphor, on the other hand, needs to be
long enough for a frame to remain visible but short enough for it to fade before the next frame is
displayed.

1.15 COLOR CRT RASTER SCAN BASICS

The beam penetration method for displaying color pictures has been used with random-scan
monitors. Two layers of phosphor, usually red and green, are coated on to theinside of CRT screen,
and displayed color depends on how far the electron beam penetrates into phosphorlayers.

Fig. 1.15: Anatomy of Color CRT

Shadow-mask methods are commonly used in raster-scan systems (including color TV) because
they produce a much wider range of color than the beam penetration method. A shadow-mask CRT
has three phosphor color dots at each pixel position. One phosphor dot emits a red light, another emits
a green light, and the third emits a blue light. This type of CRT has three electron guns, one for each
color dot, and a shadow – mask grid just behind the phosphor –coated screen.

Fig. above illustrates the delta-delta shadow-mask method, commonly used in color CRT systems.
The three electron beam are deflected and focused as a group onto the shadow mask, which contains a
series of holes aligned with the phosphor-dot patterns. When the three beams pass through a hole in
the shadow mask, they activate a dot triangle, which appears as a small color spot the screen the
phosphor dots in the triangles are arranged so that each electron beam can activate only its
corresponding color dot when it passes through the shadow mask.
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1.16 VIDEO BASICS

Following are the general terms included in understanding Video Basics:

1. Video:
 Video, or moving image in general, is created from a sequence of still images called frames.
 By recording and then playing back frames in quick succession, an illusion of movement is

created.
 Video can be edited by removing some frames and combining sequences of frames, called

clips, together in a timeline.

2. Video Format:
 A video format defines the way in which video is recorded and stored. It normally specifies:

 Codec/compressor
 Frame rate
 Frame size
 Frame aspect ratio
 Pixel aspect ratio
 Scanning method (interlaced or progressive)

 Common formats are DV, HDV and AVCHD.
 Tape-based formats such as DV and HDV can be transferred to a computer for editing via

Firewire.
 File-based formats such as AVCHD are already stored as files and can be transferred to a

computer for editing via USB.
 File-based formats may need to be converted during or after transfer to be compatible with

editing software.

3.Codec (Compressor):
 Codec is short for coder-decoder and describes the method in which video data is encoded

into a file and decoded when the file is played back.
 Most video is compressed during encoding, and so the terms codec and compressor are often

used interchangeably.
 Transcoding is the process of converting from one codec to another.
 Codecs can be Lossless, which means that they do not throw away any data, or Lossy, which

means that data is lost during encoding.
 Lossless codecs are higher quality than lossy codecs, but produce larger file sizes.
 In a video workflow, you should avoid transcoding to a lossy codec until final output. This

means that your final edit can be exported to H.264 for the web, but you should not use the
H.264 file for further editing, DVD authoring, etc.
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4.Frame:
 A frame is a single still image within a video clip.
 As with any digital image, a frame consists of pixels (picture elements), with each pixel

representing a colour within the image.
 The higher the number of pixels, the more accurately an image can be represented. This is

called resolution and is measured in megapixels.

5.Frame Size:
 Frame Size describes the size of a single video frame: width x height, measured in pixels.
 The width of the frame can vary depending on whether the pixels in the frame are square

pixels or non-square pixels.
 An example: a DV-PAL 4:3 frame is 768 pixels wide (square pixels) or 720 pixels wide

(non-square pixels). This is because a smaller number of pixels are required to create the
same size frame on screen if each individual pixel is wider.

 Computer graphics use square pixels, whereas video cameras use non-square pixels.
Therefore if creating graphics for video, use the square pixel frame size.

6.Frame Aspect Ratio:
 Frame Aspect Ratio describes the relationship between the width and height of a single

video frame.
 Video is landscape, so the width of a frame is greater than the height.
 Typical Frame Aspect Ratios for video are 4:3 and 16:9.
 Digital stills cameras often use 4:3 or 3:2.
 4:3 is refered to as standard.
 16:9 is referred to as widescreen, and is sometimes (inaccurately) called anamorphic. Some

widescreen video is anamorphic, but not all.

7.Standard Definition (SD):
 The term ‘Standard Definition’ (SD) describes the frame size of a video.
 SD video can have either a 4:3 or 16:9 frame aspect ratio.
 SD PAL 4:3 frame size is 720576 pixels, or 768576 if using square pixels.
 A lot of SD web video uses a frame size of 640480 pixels.

8.High Definition (HD):
 The term ‘High Definition’ (HD) describes a frame size that is larger than Standard

Definition video.
 HD video always uses a 16:9 frame aspect ratio.
 HD refers to multiple video formats which use different frame sizes, frame rates and

scanning methods.
 Typical HD frame sizes are:

 1280720 pixels (used for HD television and HD web video)
 19201080 pixels (referred to as full-HD or full-raster)
 14401080 pixels (full-HD with non-square pixels)
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1.17 THE VIDEO CONTROLLER

A video controller, often referred to as a video or graphics card, is a key hardware component
that allows computers to generate graphic information to any video display devices, such as a monitor
or projector. They are also known as graphics or video adapters. Some modern computers do not
include video cards, but rather have graphics processing units directly integrated into the computer’s
motherboard.

Older Video Controllers
A video controller, once more commonly referred to as a video display controller, were used in

older models of home-computers during the 1980s; they were also used in some early video game
system consoles. Their main function as an integrated circuit in a video signal generator was to
produce television video signals in computers or game systems. Although they could generate graphics,
older video controller models did not have specialized hardware accelerators that created 2D and 3D
images.

Evolution of the Video Controller
Modern video controllers are installed with hardware accelerators that create both 2D and 3D

images. They also offer various functions beyond accelerated image rendering, such as TV output and
the ability to hook up to several monitors. Although many computers’ motherboards are already
integrated with graphics processing units, you can disable the integrated graphics chip via the
computer’s BIOS to install a higher-performance video controller via the accelerated graphics port.
For a modern video controller to function properly in a computer, a computer needs to have four
essential units: a functioning motherboard, a processor that generates the power that a video controller
needs to perform its tasks, enough memory to distribute the images created by the GPU and a screen
or monitor to properly display these images.

GPU
As the brain of a computer’s motherboard is the CPU, video controllers have their own unique

“centers,” referred to as the graphics processing unit, although the GPU is also referred to as the visual
processing unit. The GPU’s specialized electronic circuit is designed specifically to translate data into
graphic images and performs complex mathematical calculations in order to do so. GPUs are also
embedded into mobile phones and game consoles.

Advanced Video Cards
A modern video controller, more frequently referred to as a video card, are installed into

expansion slots onto the motherboard of a computer. The parts of a modern video card include power
supply connectors, a cooling fan, a GPU, and typically also have a PCIe interface, Graphics Double
Data Rate version 5 memory, a display port, a digital video interface and an HDMI interface. While
some video cards have only one port for connection, other advanced cards have multiple ports that
connect to additional televisions and monitors. Advanced 3D graphics cards, which are more
expensive than the average consumer graphics card, allow consumers to preview modeling viewpoints
more fluidly. For example, both AMD Radeon and Nvidia release popular graphics cards used by
gamers.
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1.18 RANDOM-SCAN DISPLAY PROCESSOR

In some graphics systems a separate processor is used to interpret the commands in the display
file. Such a processor is known as display processor. Display processor access the display information,
processes it once during every refresh cycle.

In the raster scan display systems, the purpose of display processor is to free the CPU from the
graphics routine task. Here, the display processor is provided with separate memory area. The main
task of the display processor is to digitize a picture definition given in an application program into a
set of pixel-intensity values for storage in the frame buffer. This digitization process is known as scan
conversion.

Random-Scan Display processors are also designed to perform a number of additional operations
these operations include:

 Generating various line styles(dashed, dotted or solid)
 Display color areas
 Performing certain transformations
 Manipulations on displayed objects.

Random Scan Display

The architecture of a random scan display system with display processor. This architecture is
similar to the display processor based raster system architecture except the frame buffer. In random
scan display no local memory is provided for scan conversion algorithms, since that functionality is
typically implemented using PLAs (Programmable Logical Arrays) or microcode.

In random scan displays, the display processor has its own instruction set and instruction address
register. Hence it is also called Display Processing Unit (DPU) or Graphics Controller. It performs
instruction fetch, decode and execute cycles found in any computer. To provide a flicker free display,
the display processor has to execute its program 30 to 60 times per second. The program executed by
the display processor and the graphics package reside in the main memory. The main memory is
shared by the general CPU and the display processor.

1.19 LCD DISPLAYS

A liquid crystal display or LCD draws its definition from its name itself. It is combination of two
states of matter, the solid and the liquid. LCD uses a liquid crystal to produce a visible image. Liquid
crystal displays are super-thin technology display screen that are generally used in laptop computer
screen, TVs, cell phones and portable video games. LCD’s technologies allow displays to be much
thinner when compared to cathode ray tube (CRT) technology.
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Fig. 1.19: Various LCD Display

An LCD is either made up of an active matrix display grid or a passive display grid. Most of the
Smartphone’s with LCD display technology uses active matrix display, but some of the older displays
still make use of the passive display grid designs. Most of the electronic devices mainly depend on
liquid crystal display technology for their display. The liquid has a unique advantage of having low
power consumption than the LED or cathode ray tube.

Liquid crystal display screen works on the principle of blocking light rather than emitting light.
LCD’s requires backlight as they do not emits light by them. We always use devices which are made
up of LCD’s displays which are replacing the use of cathode ray tube. Cathode ray tube draws more
power compared to LCD’s and are also heavier and bigger.

Fig.1.19.1: Construction of LCD

Simple facts that should be considered while making an LCD:

1. The basic structure of LCD should be controlled by changing the applied current.
2. We must use a polarized light.
3. Liquid crystal should able be to control both of the operation to transmit or can also able to

change the polarized light.
As mentioned above that we need to take two polarized glass pieces filter in the making of the

liquid crystal. The glass which does not have a polarized film on the surface of it must be rubbed with
a special polymer which will create microscopic grooves on the surface of the polarized glass filter.
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The grooves must be in the same direction of the polarized film. Now we have to add a coating of
pneumatic liquid phase crystal on one of the polarized filter of the polarized glass. The microscopic
channel cause the first layer molecule to align with filter orientation. When the right angle appears at
the first layer piece, we should add a second piece of glass with the polarized film. The first filter will
be naturally polarized as the light strikes it at the starting stage.

Thus the light travels through each layer and guided on the next with the help of molecule. The
molecule tends to change its plane of vibration of the light in order to match their angle. When the
light reaches to the far end of the liquid crystal substance, it vibrates at the same angle as that of the
final layer of the molecule vibrates. The light is allowed to enter into the device only if the second
layer of the polarized glass matches with the final layer of the molecule.

How LCDs Work?
The principle behind the LCD’s is that when an electrical current is applied to the liquid crystal

molecule, the molecule tends to untwist. This causes the angle of light which is passing through the
molecule of the polarized glass and also cause a change in the angle of the top polarizing filter. As a
result a little light is allowed to pass the polarized glass through a particular area of the LCD. Thus that
particular area will become dark compared to other. The LCD works on the principle of blocking light.
While constructing the LCD’s, a reflected mirror is arranged at the back. An electrode plane is made
of indium-tin oxide which is kept on top and a polarized glass with a polarizing film is also added on
the bottom of the device. The complete region of the LCD has to be enclosed by a common electrode
and above it should be the liquid crystal matter.

Advantages of an LCD’s
 LCD’s consumes less amount of power compared to CRT and LED.
 LCD’s are consist of some microwatts for display in comparison to some mill watts for

LED’s.
 LCDs are of low cost.
 Provides excellent contrast.
 LCD’s are thinner and lighter when compared to cathode ray tube and LED.

Disadvantages of an LCD’s
 Require additional light sources.
 Range of temperature is limited for operation.
 Low reliability.
 Speed is very low.
 LCD’s need an AC drive.

Applications of Liquid Crystal Display
Liquid crystal technology has major applications in the field of science and engineering as well

on electronic devices.
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 Liquid crystal thermometer
 Optical imaging
 The liquid crystal display technique is also applicable in visualization of the radio frequency

waves in the waveguide
 Used in the medical applications

Questions

1. Write in brief about basic graphic pipeline.
2. Explain bitmap graphics and vector graphics.
3. Explain why computer graphics was expensive before 1980.
4. Explain various application areas of computer graphics.
5. What is meant by graphics controllers? Explain.
6. Explain how graphics devices can be divided in different categories based on display techniques.
7. Enlist various Input Devices for Operator Interaction.
8. Describe Abstract model of interactive computer graphics system.
9. Explain differences between active and passive graphics devices.

10. What is meant by storage tube graphics devices? Explain two effective values of electrons. Explain
advantages of quick flash.

11. Explain the following:
(a) Calligraphic projection
(b) Analog oscilloscopes
(c) Refresh buffer

12. What is meant by Raster Scan display? Explain with diagram.
13. Explain anatomy of CRT with diagram.
14. Explain anatomy of Color CRT with diagram.
15. Explain various general terms included in understanding Video Basics.
16. What is meant by Video Controller? Explain following terms with reference to it.

(a) Graphics Processing Unit(GPU)
(b) Video Card

17. What is meant by Random Scan? Explain different number of operations which is performed by
Random-Scan Display processor.

18. Write a short note on Random Scan Display.
19. Explain what is meant by LCD display. List some devices which uses LCD display techniques.
20. Explain construction, working of LCD with diagram.
21. Explain applications, advantages and disadvantages of LCD with diagram.
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